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Lopach: Montana's Role in the Free Speech vs. Equal Speech Debate

MONTANA'S ROLE IN
THE FREE SPEECH VS. EQUAL SPEECH DEBATE
James J. Lopach*

I. INTRODUCTION

Campaign finance reform in Montana, as throughout the
United States, is an issue that raises a good deal of controversy.
Opinion polls have repeatedly registered substantial concern
about the influence of money in politics. A 1982 Montana
survey found that 78 percent of voters either strongly agreed or
agreed that campaign contributions purchase an inordinate
amount of influence over politicians.' In a 1998 survey, 65
percent of Montana voters said that wealthy individuals had too
much influence in the state's politics, and 59 percent said that
corporations were politically too influential. 2 It is not surprising
that voters with these views would support campaign finance
reform to level the political playing field. As a statement of
public policy, however, such reform implicates the core
constitutional values of not only equality, but freedom as well.
The inevitable legal issue raised by such a leveling reform would
be whether the U.S. Constitution permits government to silence
some big voices so that smaller voices can better be heard.
In 1998, this was the question decided in Montana Chamber
of Commerce v. Argenbright.3 This case was the first time in
. Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, 1973. Professor Lopach teaches political science at
the University of Montana.
1. See James J. Lopach, The Influence of PACs in Montana Politics, at 27 (Sept.
1982) (survey prepared for Common Cause/Montana) (on file with author).
2. These statistics resulted from a statewide telephone survey of registered voters
in Montana designed and administered by Lake Snell Perry & Associates and
Deardourff]The Media Company. The results were published in CorporateSpending on
Initiative Campaigns:Report of Research (July 1998) (on file with author).
3. 28 F. Supp. 2d 593 (D. Mont. 1998). Two separate cases under the name
Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright, Nos. CV 97-6-H-CCL and CV 98-37-HCCL, were recently consolidated under this citation. Portions of each, however, were
omitted. Citations to Nos. CV 97-6-H-CCL and CV 98-37-H-CCL may therefore appear
when necessary. Copies of these unpublished court documents are available from the
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recent First Amendment jurisprudence that a federal court
rejected an equal-speech argument concerning the authority of
government to regulate corporate participation in ballot
measure elections.
II.

FREEDOM AND

EQUALITY IN CONFLICT

A. Freedom Favored by the Founders
At our nation's founding, Thomas Jefferson placed freedom
and equality in rhetorical tension. Explaining the philosophy of
the American Revolution, he wrote in the Declaration of
Independence: "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed by their creator
with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness ....

."4

The orthodox view in

Jefferson's time was that freedom and equality were not really
in conflict because "equality" meant equality of liberty, not
equality of condition. 5 Along these lines, James Wilson, the
most respected lawyer among the delegates to the 1787
Constitutional Convention, wrote "'all men are by nature, equal
and free; no one has a right to any authority over another
without his consent.'" 6 The distinguished scholar Clinton
Rossiter wrote that Thomas Jefferson and James Wilson were
describing a limited kind of equality: "No man had any natural
right of dominion over any other."7 According to Rossiter, liberty
was primary, and the challenge for government was to "reduce
inequalities without invading individual liberty."8
B. Freedom Favored by the Supreme Court in Buckley v. Valeo
With respect to campaign finance regulation and the right
of free speech, the United States Supreme Court adopted the
view, that freedom prevails over equality. In Buckley v. Valeo,9
United States District Court, Helena Division. Alternatively, see Montana Chamber of
Commerce v. Argenbright, 24 M.F.R. 114 (1998).
4.
CARL L. BECKER, THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE: A STuDY IN THE
HISTORY OF POLITICAL IDEAS 8 (1942).
5.

CLINTON ROSSITER, THE POLITICAL THOUGHT OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

175 (1963).
6. Id. at 102.
7. Id.
8. Id. at 218.
9. 424 U.S. 1 (1976).
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the seminal campaign finance reform case, the Supreme Court
used John Stuart Mill's marketplace of ideas 10 as its model for a
maximum-speech jurisprudence. According to the majority's per
curiam opinion:
[The First Amendment. . . was designed "to secure 'the widest
possible dissemination of information from diverse and
antagonistic sources,'" and "'to assure unfettered interchange of
ideas for the bringing about of political and social changes desired
by the people.'""

A quite different view, however, had been presented to the
Court: that the government had an "interest in equalizing the
relative ability of individuals and groups to influence the
outcome of elections ... ."12 The Court's response was that equal
speech was not a fundamental First Amendment value: "the
concept that government may restrict the speech of some
elements of our society in order to enhance the relative voice of
others is wholly foreign to the First Amendment ....
C. A Scholar's DissentingView
Increasingly, though, courts are being urged to find a
mandate for equal speech in the First Amendment. Legal
scholars have developed this jurisprudence, Supreme Court
justices have paid it some attention, and litigating groups have
built cases on its tenets. One leading scholarly analysis of this
equal-speech jurisprudence--called a democratic theory of the
FirstAmendment-is Yale University law professor Owen Fiss's
book, The Irony of Free Speech.' 4 Fiss's argument "is rooted in
the First Amendment, not the Fourteenth Amendment." 15 More
10. See JOHN STUART MILL, Of the Liberty of Thought and Discussion, in ON
LIBERTY 15 (Alburey Castell ed., 1947). Mill wrote:
[Tihe peculiar evil of silencing the expression of an opinion is that it is robbing
the human race; posterity as well as the existing generation; those who dissent

from the opinion, still more than those who hold it. If the opinion is right, they
are deprived of the opportunity of exchanging error for truth; if wrong, they
lose what is almost as great a benefit, the clearer perception and livelier
impression of truth, produced by its collision with error.
Id. at 16.
11. Buckley, 424 U.S. at 49 (quoting New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254,
266, 269 (1964)). In turn, the Sullivan Court was quoting Associated Press v. United
States, 326 U.S. 1, 20 (1945), and Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 484 (1957).
12. Buckley, 424 U.S. at 48.
13. Id. at 48-49.
14. OWEN M. Fiss, THE IRONY OF FREE SPEECH 79 (1996).
15. Id. at 18.
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specifically, it is grounded in the "countervalues" of the First
Amendment, that is, important governmental interests which
courts have protected when recognizing that freedom of speech
is not an absolute right.16 The countervalue that most interests
Professor Fiss is equality, which, besides freedom, is "another of
liberalism's defining goals." 17
According to Fiss, the
constitutional value of equality would counter America's strong
commitment to free speech in three important and highly
contentious policy areas: hate speech, pornography, and
8
campaign finance.'
Professor Fiss finds support for his equal-speech theory in
several decisions of the Supreme Court. In "New York Times v.
Sullivan, the Court spoke of a national commitment to a debate
on issues of public importance that is 'uninhibited, robust, and
wide open'.. . ."19 The Court was saying, Fiss argues, that
government has a role to play in regulating some speech in order
20
to achieve a fairer give and take in the marketplace of ideas.
Fiss also relies on Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. Federal
Communications Commission2 ' for his point that the Court has
recognized that government's proper role under the First
Amendment includes making allocation decisions to achieve a
diversity of voices. 22 In Metro Broadcasting,the Court upheld a
congressional policy giving the Federal Communications
Commission the authority to prefer racial groups in the award of
broadcasting licenses. Fiss argues that the Court's assumption
"was that race is a proxy for viewpoint and that minority owners
would exercise the discretion allowed to them by the market...
23
to diversify programming and thus to enrich public debate."
The "democratic theory of the First Amendment" has special
application to campaign finance reform. The policy problem, as
described by Fiss, is: "[tihe rich may, for example, so dominate
16. Id. at6.
17. Id. at 10.
18. See id.
19. Id. at 52 (quoting New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964)).
20. See id. at 52.
21. 497 U.S. 547 (1990).
Metro Broadcasting involved a Fifth Amendment
challenge to two race-based policies of the Federal Communications Commission. The
Supreme Court held that "benign" federal racial classifications need only satisfy
intermediate as opposed to strict-scrutiny analysis. However, the Court in Adarand
Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 227 (1995), stated that federal race-based
actions must be subjected to the strictest analysis and, to that extent, overruled Metro
Broadcasting.
22. See FISS, supranote 14, at 74.
23. Id. at 75.
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advertising space in the media and other public domains that
the public will, in effect, hear only their message. As a result,
24
the voice of the less affluent may simply be drowned out."
Remedial public policy could authorize the government to:
[A]ct to further the robustness of public debate in circumstances
where powers outside the state are stifling speech. It may have to
allocate public resources-hand out megaphones-to those whose
voices would not otherwise be heard in the public square. It may
even have to 25
silence the voices of some in order to hear the voices
of the others.

Justice Byron White, writing in dissent, supported this
equalizing rationale in the campaign finance case FirstNational
Bank of Boston v. Bellotti.26 Justice White argued that these
kinds of "state regulatory interests.., are themselves derived
from the First Amendment." 27 The question for the legislature
and the courts would be the "best possible balance ...between
28
competing First Amendment interests."
Professor Fiss argues that courts and not legislatures
should have the final and "heavy burden of scrutinizing the
state's action ...."29
Judges should look to see if the
government has a compelling interest for regulating speech.
Such a "worthy public end" would be "equality" in the form of a
requirement "that the speech of the powerful not drown out or
impair the speech of the less powerful." 30 This goal of equal
speech is so important to Fiss that he would have judges set
aside the First Amendment principle of content neutrality in
"situations like hate speech, pornography, and political
expenditures, in which private parties are skewing debate and
the state regulation promotes free and open debate." 31 In these
cases, judges would recognize that:
[Tihe state may be disfavoring certain speakers-the crossburners, the pornographer, or the big spender-and mak[ing]
judgments based on content, but arguably only to make certain
that all sides are heard. The state is simply acting as a fair-

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Id. at 16.
Id. at4.
435 U.S. 765, 802 (1978) (White, J., dissenting).
Id. at 804-805.
Id. at 804.
FIss, supra note 14, at 24.
Id. at 17.
Id. at 21.
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32
minded parliamentarian, devoted to hearing all views presented.

D. Equal-Speech Arguments in Court
The goal of several national lobbying and litigating groups
is that a state, in the role of "fair-minded parliamentarian,"
would be acting as a civil-rights advocate. Its campaign finance
policy should be infused with the leveling sentiment of "one
man, one minute." 33 For example, Public Campaign, based in
Washington, D.C., says that campaign finance regulations need
to be reformed because "'[pleople of color are extraordinarily
disenfranchised" under the present system.34
By framing
campaign finance regulation as a civil rights issue, Public
Campaign hopes to enlarge the constituency for reform. 35 The
National Voting Rights Institute, based in Boston, has entered
several campaign finance lawsuits, most notably Kruse v.
Cincinnati,36 "on the grounds that [the political finance system]
makes running for elective office too expensive for ordinary
people." 37
Another organization, the U.S. Public Interest
Research Group of Washington, D.C., is involved in campaign
finance reform efforts nationwide and is especially interested in
limiting the campaign role of corporations and strengthening the
political voice of ordinary citizens. 38 Furthermore, several state
and local governments have recently enacted campaign finance
reforms based on an equal-speech theory.3 9 As these measures
became the subject of law suits, proponents, including litigating
groups, attempted to defend them with a democratic theory of
the First Amendment.

32. Id.
33. Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce, 494 U.S. 652, 684 (1990) (Scalia, J.,
dissenting).
34. Michael A. Fletcher, The Color of Campaign Finance, WASH. POST, Sept. 23,
1998, at A23.
35. See id.
36. 142 F.3d 907 (6th Cir. 1998).
37. Michael A. Fletcher, The Color of Campaign Finance, WASH. POST, Sept. 23,
1998, at A23.
38. See Erin P. Billings, 1-125 Will Get Double-Edged Court Test, MISSOULLAN, Oct.
11, 1998, at B4; Len Iwanski, Trial on Spending Ban Begins, MISSOULIAN, Oct. 14, 1998,
B1, B2.
39. See Michelle Boorstein, Laws Confront High Court's Decision, MISSOULIAN,
Mar. 21, 1998, at A6; Michael A. Fletcher, The Color of Campaign Finance, WASH. POST,
Sept. 23, 1998, at A23. Besides Montana, the governmental jurisdictions involved in
reform and litigation are Alaska, Georgia, Vermont, Albuquerque, Cincinnati, and Los
Angeles.
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For example, a trial court in Alaska's Third Judicial
District rejected an equal-speech argument and held that a 1996
state campaign finance law violated the First Amendment.4 0 In
that case, the Alaska Civil Liberties Union 4' challenged a new
law that lowered the maximum contribution limit from $1,000 to
$500 and prohibited for the first time contributions from unions
and corporations. 42 In its explanation of the harm caused by
union and corporate contributions, the state argued the need for
"'leveling the playing field.'"4 3 The superior court judge
recognized that "citizens may have a generalized fear of
potential for corruption and undue influence resulting from
campaign contributions and expenditures," 44 but relied on
Colorado Republican Federal Campaign Committee v. Federal
Election Commission for the proper analysis: "appearance [of
corruption] means more than the vernacular 'concern that too
much money is being spent in political campaigns;' rather, it
requires a showing of 'real harm.'" 45 The court further stated
that "Buckley and subsequent cases have rejected the notion of
using campaign contribution limits to somehow 'level the
46
playing field' amongst wealthy and less wealthy citizens."
Both a United States district court and court of appeals
ruled similarly in Kruse v. Cincinnati.47 In 1995 the City of
Cincinnati had adopted an expenditure limit for city council
campaigns equal to three times the annual salary of a council
member (approximately $140,000). 48 In defending its ordinance
in federal district court, the City used a textbook equal-speech
argument that began with the observation that "'the rise in the
40. See Alaska Civil Liberties Union v. State of Alaska, No. 3AN-97-5289-Civil
(Super. Ct. 1998).
41. The American Civil Liberties Union is experiencing a serious split among its
members regarding the position the organization should take in campaign finance
litigation. The "nation's foremost First Amendment advocacy group" is divided along
free-speech and equal-speech lines. One side argues: "We see clear evidence that people
are willing to curtail First Amendment rights and the public doesn't know the
consequences of this." The other side argues: "It's like a debate in a public park, where
one or two people have a public address system and everyone else can't use the
microphone." Spending Limits DividingACLU, MISSOuLIAN, Mar. 21, 1998, at A6.
42. See Alaska Civil Liberties Union v. State of Alaska, No. 3AN-97-5289-Civil, at
3 (Super. Ct. 1998).
43. Id. at 4.
44. Id. at 2.
45. Id. at 3 (quoting Colorado Republican Fed. Campaign Comm. v. Federal
Election Comm'n, 518 U.S. 604 (1996)).
46. Id. (quoting Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 48-49 (1976)).
47. 142 F.3d 907 (6th Cir. 1998).
48. See id. at 909.
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overall cost of city council races has caused a corresponding rise
in the influence of wealthy donors in the City's elections, with
such donors increasingly dominating the campaign financing
process... and small donors.., becoming marginal players in
that process."' 49
To strengthen this argument, the City
introduced results of a public opinion survey showing that:
[An overwhelming majority of residents believe that large
contributors wield undue influence on the political system as a
whole; that ordinary voters are unable to participate on equal
footing in the process; that wealthy candidates unfairly drown out
candidates with fewer resources.. . and that overall, money is
undermining the fairness and integrity, of the political system and
causing [voters] to lose faith in the democratic process. 50

To further support its "democratic theory of the First
Amendment," the City referred to the dissent of Justice John
Paul Stevens in Colorado Republican Federal Campaign
Committee v. FederalElection Commission:
Finally, I believe the Government has an important interest in

leveling the electoral playing field by constraining the cost of
federal campaigns .... It is quite wrong to assume that the net
effect of limits on contributions and expenditures-which tend to
protect equal access to the political arena, to free candidates and
their staffs from the interminable burden of fund-raising, and to

diminish the importance of repetitive 30-second commercials-will
be adverse to the interest in informed debate protected by the
51
First Amendment.

Following the district court's summary judgment for the
plaintiffs, the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit also rejected
the City of Cincinnati's equal-speech theory. The unanimous
panel said rather strongly that the "argument that economic
inequalities are unconstitutional is in obvious defiance of the
Supreme Court's rejection of this very argument based upon the
very cases relied upon by the parties."52 Specifically, the court
said that the appellants' "arguments, all concerning or
stemming from the notion that the government has an interest
in eliminating the advantage of wealth in the electoral process,
53
or 'leveling the playing field,' are directly rebutted by Buckley."
49.
50.
51.
Election
52.
53.

Id. at 911.
Id.
Id. at 919 (quoting Colorado Republican Fed. Campaign Comm. v. Federal
Comm'n, 518 U.S. 604, 649-50 (1996) (Stevens, J., dissenting)).
Id. at 918.
Id. at 917.
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Further relying on Buckley and FederalElection Commission v.
National Conservative Political Action Committee,54 the court
stated that "the Supreme Court has identified only one
'legitimate and compelling' governmental interest that justifies
restrictions on campaign financing: the prevention of corruption
or the appearance of corruption" 55 and that the "expenditures at
issue did not pose the same potential for abuse as
56
contributions."
Finally, the Sixth Circuit took up the City of Cincinnati's
argument that the case presented a "'new' form of corruption"
whose elimination constituted a compelling governmental
interest: "that unlimited campaign spending is eroding the
public's trust in city government and that pervasive cynicism is
discouraging the public's participation in the democratic
process." 57 While two judges ruled that such an assertion, even
if proved, "cannot provide constitutionally sufficient justification
for campaign spending restrictions," 58 one judge in a separate
opinion wrote that 'lilt may be possible to develop a factual
record to establish that... the interest in preserving faith in
our democracy is compelling .... 59 The National Voting Rights
Institute used this corruption-of-politics rationale in its
certiorari petition to the Supreme Court. 60 The Institute argued
that "'unlimited spending has seriously undermined public
confidence in our electoral process and in our democratic
institutions,"6 1 no doubt taking comfort not only in Justice
Stevens' dissent in Colorado Republican Federal Campaign
Committee62 but also in "some off-the-cuff" remarks by Justice
Anthony Kennedy in the summer of 1998 about Buckley: "'a case
63
that ought to be looked at again in light of our experience."
The certiorari petition, supported by 26 states, was denied by
the Supreme Court on November 16, 1998.

54. 470 U.S. 480 (1985).
55. Kruse, 142 F.3d at 913 (quoting Federal Election Comm'n v. National
Conservative Political Action Comm., 470 U.S. 480, 497 (1985)).
56. Id. at 913 (citing Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 45-49 (1976)).
57. Id. at 916.
58. Id.
59. Id. at 920.
60. Cincinnati v. Kruse, cert. denied, 119 S.Ct. 511 (1998).
61. Richard Carelli, Campaign-Spending Limits Rejected, High Court Upholds
ContributionsCurb, SEATTLE P.I. , Nov. 17, 1998, at A3.
62. 518 U.S. 604, 648-50 (1996).
63. Richard Carelli, Campaign-Spending Limits Rejected, High Court Upholds
Contributionscurb, SEAiTLE P.I. , Nov. 17, 1998, at A3.
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The equal-speech argument was central to another federal
64
appellate court case, Clifton v. Federal Election Commission,
and especially to the dissenting opinion in that case. The
majority in Clifton found First Amendment problems with
Federal Election Commission regulations that limited a
nonprofit corporation's ability to prepare and publish voting
records and voting guides. But the dissent of Senior Circuit
Judge Bownes criticized the majority because it had "failed...
to come to grips with the evolving Supreme Court precedent
relating to campaign finance law."6 5 The key case in this
jurisprudential evolution was Austin v. Michigan Chamber of
Commerce.66 Judge Bownes argued that Austin recognized a
new compelling governmental interest that justified placing a
severe burden on free speech: "preventing corporate domination
of the political process." 67 Specifically, "the [Austin] Court found
that '[ciorporate wealth can unfairly influence elections when it
is deployed in the form of independent expenditures just as it
can when it assumes the guise of political contributions.'" 68
Judge Bownes argued that his First Circuit colleagues should
have taken another step after finding that the Federal Election
Commission regulations burdened First Amendment rights:
determining whether such a burden was justified by the
government's interest in preventing corporate domination of
elections.
The dissenting opinions of Cincinnati v. Kruse and Clifton v.
Federal Election Commission helped frame the special
jurisprudential niche of Montana Chamber of Commerce v.
Argenbright.6 9 The leading campaign finance case, Buckley v.
Valeo, out of concern for quid pro quo corruption, permitted
substantial regulation of corporate political activity by equating
corporate contributions and coordinated (not independent)
corporate expenditures in candidate elections. Then Austin v.
Michigan Chamber of Commerce went further in permitting
regulation of independent corporate expenditures in candidate
elections in support of a newly identified compelling government
interest-preventing corporate domination and distortion of the
64. 114 F.3d 1309 (1st Cir. 1997).
65. Id. at 1318 (Bownes, J. dissenting).
66. 494 U.S. 652 (1990).
67. Clifton, 114 F.3d at 1317.
68. Id. at 1329 (quoting Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce, 494 U.S. 652,
660 (1990)).
69. 28 F. Supp. 2d 593 (D. Mont. 1998).
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political process. The Cincinnati dissent would have extended
the Austin standard of leveling political participation by
scheduling for trial the issue of whether a low ceiling on all
contributions is necessary to restore citizen trust in government.
The Clifton dissent would have required the court to scrutinize a
regulation of corporate speech in candidate elections to
determine, similarly, if the influence of corporate wealth was so
dominant as to render the political process unfair. The case of
Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright would try to
push forward even further the equal-speech jurisprudential
evolution by asking whether the state could prohibit corporate
contributions and spending in ballot measure elections.

III. EQUAL-SPEECH ARGUMENTS IN MONTANA
A. Populism in Montana's PoliticalCulture
The State of Montana has always been fertile ground for
political campaigns based on the theme of corporate corruption.
Joseph Kinsey Howard in Montana: High, Wide, and
Handsome70 claimed that the source of the Populists' outrage
was eastern capital and corporate control of the state's colonial
economy. 71
Michael Malone and Richard Roeder in The
Montana Past 72 also identified a Montana political tradition
"which stresses exploitation of the land and its people, corporate
hegemony, and political degradation." 73 Describing Montana
politics of the 1930s and 1940s, Merrill Burlingame and K. Ross
Toole in A History of Montana74 painted a picture of an allpowerful Anaconda Company and Montana Power Company:
[A]thwart the heralded 'richest hill on earth' in storied Butte...
allied with the three trans-continental railroads that wind across
the state, the cattle barons, and other influential groups... wellknit congeries of economic interests reasonably satisfied with the
75
status quo.

Political commentators reserved the phrase, "the company,"

70.
71.

JOSEPH KINSEY HOWARD, MONTANA: HIGH, WIDE AND HANDSOME (1959).
Id. at 3-5.
72. MICHAEL P. MALONE & RICHARD B. ROEDER, THE MONTANA PAST: AN
ANTHOLOGY (1969).

73.

Id. at vii.

74.
75.

1 MERRILL BURLINGAME &
Id. at 248.

K.

Ross TOOLE,A HISTORY OF MONTANA (1957).
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for the special economic and political synergy of the Anaconda
Company and the Montana Power Company, and to "the
company" they ascribed astounding political control: "[flor
almost a generation a pair of fat boys like Tweedledum and
Tweedledee, an arm of each flung chummily across the other's
shoulders, have been running the show in Montana." 76 And:
"Montana lives under the captive shadow of one of the world's
most fabulous corporation giants-a giant so powerful it
virtually ghostwrites this state's legislative program and wields
enough dictatorial power to all but still the voice of the state's
77
free press."
Throughout Montana's history, reform-minded individuals
and groups have entered the state's political arena and
attempted to capitalize on citizens' latent suspicions and hatreds
of corporate dominance. As recently as 1996, the rhetoric of
fairness and equality was at the core of the political advocacy
and legal defense of Initiative 125, which, adopted in 1996,
prohibited corporations from making contributions and
expenditures in connection with ballot issues.7 8 But prior to
Initiative 125, the populist strain of Montana politics resulted in
repeated attempts to limit the influence of corporate money in
campaigns.
B. Regulating the PoliticalActivity of Montana Corporations
In 1912 Montanans used the initiative process, established
in 1906, to pass the Corrupt Practices Act, "the general purpose
of which was to limit corporate spending in Montana politics." 79
In 1972, however, the Montana Supreme Court ruled that the
1912 prohibition of corporate spending did not apply to the
initiative and referendum process.8 0 Three years later the
Montana Legislature enacted an explicit prohibition of corporate
spending on initiatives and referenda. 8 ' This 1975 law was
immediately challenged, and both federal district and appellate
courts held that the total prohibition of corporate spending in
76. Joseph Kinsey Howard, The Montana Twins in Trouble?, HARPER'S MAGAZINE,
Sept. 1944, at 334.
77. THE DENVER POST, Apr. 6, 1952.
78. See Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright, 28 F. Supp. 2d 593 (D.
Mont. 1998).
79. Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright, No. CV 97-6-H-CCL, at 2-3 (D.
Mont., filed Feb. 18, 1998).
80. See Statq ex rel. Nybo v. District Court, 158 Mont. 429, 492 P.2d 1395 (1972).
81. See MONT. REV. CODE ANN. § 23-4744 (Smith 1947).
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ballot measure campaigns violated the First Amendment.8 2 For
eighteen years, 1978 to 1996, corporations were free to engage in
the politics of direct democracy. In the 1996 general election,
however, Montana voters adopted Initiative 125. Its provisions
excluded "a nonprofit corporation formed for the purpose, among
others, of promoting political ideas, and that ...does not engage
in business activities," 83 but the 1997 Montana Legislature used
a "what's sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander" philosophy
to apply Initiative 125's contribution and spending prohibitions
to-besides business corporations-nonprofit corporations,
professional corporations, religious corporations, partnerships,
rural cooperatives, agricultural associations, and other
organizations8 4
The principal proponents of Initiative 125 were Common
Cause/Montana and the Public Interest Research Group. The
message of their campaign was made clear in their publication,
Big Money and Montana's Ballot Campaigns: A Study of
Campaign Contributions to Montana's Ballot Elections from
1982 to 1994.85 Their core argument, to be repeated many
times, was:
At the turn of the century corporations ruled Montana . . .
with company stores, company newspapers and company
politicians. And then came reform. Because of the corruption
caused by corporate money, corporations were forbidden by law to
spend money on campaigns ....
Corporations are now prohibited from direct contributions to
the campaigns of any candidate in Montana or to any Montana
political party.
Corporations can and do spend money directly on initiative
campaigns ....
Take the 1988 beverage deposit campaign for instance. The
average Montanan probably thought that Oregon's bottle bill (on
which the Montana initiative was based) was unpopular in
Oregon, based on the blitz of anti-bottle bill advertisements paid
for by the beverage industry. In fact, the Oregon bottle bill was
(and still is) one of the most popular and appreciated laws in that
82. See C & C Plywood Corp. v. Hanson, 420 F. Supp. 1254 (D. Mont. 1976), affd
583 F.2d 421 (9th Cir. 1978).
83. Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright, No. CV 97-6-H-CCL, at 5 (D.
Mont., filed Feb. 18, 1998).
84. See H.B. 575, § 2(1), amending MONT. CODE ANN. § 13-35-227 (1995).
85. See C.B. Pearson & Hilary Doyscher, Big Money and Montana's Ballot
Campaigns-A Study of Campaign Contributions to Montana's Ballot Elections from

1982 to 1994 (Sept. 1996) (study prepared for the Montana Public Interest Research
Foundation) (on file with author).
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state. What prevented the real inessage from getting out?
unfair access and use of money by corporations.

Vol. 60
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Montana initiative campaigns are corrupted the same way
campaigns for political candidates were corrupted at the turn of
the century. It is time to restore the ban on direct corporate
86
money to all political campaigns.

Montana's 1996 Voter Information Pamphlet contained the
"Proponents' Argument for 1-125" which repeated Big Money's
theme of corporate corruption of politics:
Montanans think of initiatives and ballot campaigns as being the
way the "people" can speak out directly and pass laws. Too often,
though, the voice of the people is drowned out by the voice of
corporations spending huge sums of corporate money to present a
side of the story slanted to preserve some corporate benefit ....
The ability of corporations to give directly from their corporate
checkbooks has given them too large a voice 8in7 Montana's
initiative process. 1-125 makes the process more fair.

C. LitigatingEqual Speech in Montana
1. Montana Chamber of Commerce v. ArgenbrightI
In 1997 the Montana Chamber of Commerce, representing
"approximately 800 businesses across Montana,"8 8 became the
lead plaintiff seeking a ruling from the U.S. District Court for
the District of Montana that House Bill 575 and Initiative 125
violated the First Amendment. Judge Charles C. Lovell found
that "there is a genuine issue of material fact" and thus denied
the plaintiffs' request for summary judgment.8 9 Judge Lovell
sorted through the parties' legal arguments and framed for trial
a question which was new to modern First Amendment
jurisprudence:
[Wihether on one or more occasions a Montana ballot initiative
campaign has been so dominated by corporate money and media
advertising as to overwhelm opposing citizen voices, to give the
appearance of corruption, to cause a distortion of Montana's

86.
87.

Id. at 34.
1996 Voter InformationPamphlet, at 20-21 (published by Montana Secretary of

State, 1996) (copy available at <http'd/www.mt.gov/sos/soshp.htm>).
88. Affidavit of David Owen, President, Montana Chamber of Commerce, at 5
(cited in Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright, No. CV 97-6-H-CCL, at 2 (D.
Mont., filed Feb. 18, 1998)).
89. Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright, No. CV 97-6-H-CCL, at 41 (D.
Mont., filed Feb. 18, 1998).
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political system, or
to undermine citizen confidence in the ballot
90
initiative process.

Although the issue that Judge Lovell scheduled for trial was
pioneering, a trail of judicial commentary led to his action.
Regarding candidate elections, Justice Byron White was
convinced in his 1976 Buckley v. Valeo dissent that "expenditure
limits have their own potential for preventing the corruption of
federal elections themselves." 91
What would have to be
demonstrated at trial, Justice White said, was that such
limitations would serve purposes that were "legitimate and
sufficiently substantial." 92 Two years later, in First National
Bank of Boston v. Bellotti,93 the Supreme Court voided a
Massachusetts law which prohibited business corporations from
spending money to influence the vote on ballot measures which
had no material effect on the business or assets of the
corporation. The First Amendment issue had come to the
Supreme Court without a trial and upon agreed facts. The
majority opinion acknowledged the argument that corporate
participation in politics could undermine the integrity of
government and suggested that some later trial might develop
such a factual record:
According to appellee, corporations are wealthy and powerful and
their views may drown out other points of view. If appellee's
arguments were supported by record or legislative findings that
corporate advocacy threatened imminently to undermine
democratic processes, thereby denigrating rather than serving
First Amendment interests, these arguments would merit our
consideration .... But there has been no showing that the relative
voice of corporations has been overwhelming or even significant in
influencing referenda in Massachusetts, or that there has
been
94
any threat to the confidence of the citizenry in government.

Then, in 1990, the Supreme Court in Austin v. Michigan
Chamber of Commerce95 upheld the state's prohibiting
corporations from making independent expenditures in
connection with state candidate elections. Applying the political
corruption rationale to candidate campaigns (but not to ballot
measure campaigns), the majority stated:
90.
91.
92.

Id. at 41-42.
Buckley, 424 U.S. at 264 (White, J., dissenting).
Id.

93.

435 U.S. 765 (1978).

94.

Id. at 789.

95.

494 U.S. 652 (1990).
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Regardless of whether this danger of 'financial quid pro quo'
corruption... may be sufficient to justify a restriction on
independent expenditures, Michigan's regulation aims at a
different type of corruption in the political arena: the corrosive and
distorting effects of immense aggregations of wealth that are
accumulated with the help of the corporate form and that have
little or no correlation to the public's support for the corporation's
96
political ideas.

Using the Austin rationale, Judge Lovell did what had not
been done before: deny the request for summary judgment and
schedule the corruption/equal-speech question for trial. He
rejected the plaintiffs' argument that the Bellotti court,
regarding the state's authority to regulate campaign finance,
had created a "bright-line division" between corporate
participation in ballot elections and in candidate elections.9 7 He
agreed with the defendants' argument that Austin was
applicable to corporate spending in ballot elections because of
the similarity between independent corporate spending in
candidate elections and corporate expenditures in ballot
elections. In finding Austin controlling, he recognized that there
were now three compelling interests that could support
campaign finance regulations: (1) the prevention of actual quid
pro quo corruption, (2) the appearance of quid pro quo
corruption, and (3) the distortion of the political process by huge
accumulations of corporate money. Accordingly, Judge Lovell
set for trial the issue of "whether the regulations imposed upon
corporations by 1-125 are justified by the State of Montana's
compelling interest in protecting the integrity of its political
system and in avoiding corruption or the appearance of
corruption in its ballot initiative process .... ,98
2. Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright II
The trial of Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright99
generated considerable interest in Montana. Seven initiative or
referendum measures were to be on the state's November 1998
ballot, and several had significant implications for corporations
and professional associations regulated by Initiative 125.
Initiative 137, for example, would ban the use of cyanide to

96. Id. at 659-60.
97. Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright, No. CV 97-6-H-CCL, at 26 (D.
Mont., filed Feb. 18, 1998).
98. Id. at 42-43.
99. 28 F. Supp. 2d 593 (D. Mont. 1998).
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process gold or silver in new or expanded mines. Legislative
Referendum 113 would authorize continuation of a property tax
levy to support the Montana University System. Constitutional
Initiative 75 would require voter approval of any new or
increased tax imposed by state or local governmental entities.
The regulatory reach of Initiative 125 was uncertain and,
pending the outcome of the Chamber of Commerce's lawsuit, the
state's Commissioner of Political Practices decided not to issue
rules clarifying the measure's compliance ambiguities.
Corporate and association opponents of Initiative 125
complained that they were being muzzled regarding "life and
death" issues. 10 0 Campaign spending reports told the same
story: "[mloney continues to flow in relative dribbles for ballot
measures that probably would have drawn rivers of cash before
a 1996 initiative banned corporations from giving to the
campaigns."1'0 Backers of Initiative 125, on the other hand,
remained firm in their belief that the measure merely brought
corporations down to the political level of individuals.
A
representative of the U.S. Public Interest Research Group said
that "'ilf the court upholds this law, PIRGs in other states
would be interested in passing similar legislation' to ban
corporate contributions." 10 2
The lead attorney for the
defendants said that "the case could set the standard for
campaign finance law nationally,"103 and the lead attorneys for
the plaintiffs and defendants agreed that, regardless of the
outcome, an appeal could reach the United States Supreme
04
Court.1
a. The Plaintiffs'Case
At trial, the heart of the plaintiffs' case was a factual
demonstration, accepted by Judge Lovell, that (1) "Initiative 125
deprives corporations of the ability to communicate their
political views during ballot issue campaigns," and (2) "there is
no corruption or appearance of corruption in Montana ballot
100. Rob Chaney, Critics: 1996 Law Has Made Political Talk Risky, MISSOULIAN,
Sept. 20, 1998, at Al, A2.
101. Id.
102. Len Iwanski, Trail on Spending Ban Begins, MISSOULAN, Oct. 14, 1998, B1,
B2.
103. Erin P. Billings, 1-125 Will Get Double-Edged Court Test, MIssOULIAN, Oct. 11,
1998, at B4.
104. Interviews with, respectively, Stanley Kaleczyc and Jonathan Mot (July 28,
1998).
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issue elections and that this Montana political process is healthy
and of sound integrity."10 5 Alternatively, the defendants
attempted and failed to convince Judge Lovell that "a compelling
state interest justifies the speech restrictions imposed by I125."106

Several witnesses testified for the plaintiffs' case that
Initiative 125 had seriously abridged their political speech. The
campaign director for Legislative Referendum 113 testified that
past corporate supporters of the university system's six-mill levy
withheld contributions in 1998 because of fear of violating
Initiative 125.107 The Chief Executive Officer of the Montana
Power Company (MPC) testified that the company's political
action committee, an employee-run organization, did not have
the money, knowledge of MPC policy, the company's singular
motivation, and speed of operation to respond to ballot measures
that threatened MPC's interests. 108
He also testified that,
because of Initiative 125, he could not express his personal
opinions on ballot issues. 0 9 The President of the Montana
Chamber of Commerce testified that Initiative 125 brought to an
end his duties of speaking, writing, and raising money to further
the Chamber's political views. 10 The President of the Montana
Education Association (MEA) testified that his organization
surrendered its corporate status so that it could actively oppose
Constitutional
Initiative 75, the voter-approval-of-taxes
measure. As a corporation, the MEA had been denied a political
voice under Initiative 125.111 And the campaign director in two
past initiative campaigns testified that Initiative 125 prevented
corporations from providing technical reports to a ballot
measure campaign, thus reducing the information available to
112
the public.
The second question for trial, besides whether Initiative 125
abridged the First Amendment right of free speech, was whether
abridgment was warranted because the Montana political
process had become corrupted or distorted by large sums of
corporate money in ballot measure elections.
One of the

105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.

Montana Chamber of Commerce, 28 F. Supp. 2d at 598-599.
Id. at 595.
See id. (testimony of former Montana Senator Bob Brown).
See id. at 595-596 (testimony of Robert Gannon).
See id.
See id. at 596 (testimony of David Owen).
See id. (testimony of Eric Feaver).
See id. at 597 (testimony of Jerome Anderson).
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plaintiffs' expert witnesses testified that modern Montana
politics exhibit none of the corruption that characterized the
state's sorry chapter of "company-dominated" politics earlier in
the twentieth century.1 13 The witnesses for the plaintiffs also
testified that corporate money had not distorted Montana's
politics in general and ballot measure process in particular or
undermined citizens' confidence in election politics.
The health of Montana's overall political process was
demonstrated by such indicators as party competition and voter
turnout.
The argument was made that strong party
competition-when either major political party has a good
chance of winning at-large political contests-indicates a
healthy democracy because of the meaningful voter choice that
competition permits. In sixty-five Montana election outcomes
between 1946 and 1996 (State House, State Senate, Governor),
the Democrats won 51 percent of the time and the Republicans
won 48 percent of the time. The figures for the more recent
period of 1982 to 1996 were 45 percent wins for Democrats and
55 percent wins for Republicans." 4 The plaintiffs further
argued that high voter turnout-the phenomenon of a large
portion of the electorate actually voting-points to a healthy
democracy because the act of voting stems from, in part, citizen
interest and trust in politics." 5 With respect to turnout for
presidential elections, it was demonstrated that Montana is in
the highest category of states with a voting-age-population
turnout rate of 60 percent to 70 percent; between 1976 and 1996
the state's average turnout of 67 percent was fifteen points
116
higher than the nation's average of 52 percent.
The good health, specifically, of Montana's process of direct
17
democracy was demonstrated by several sets of figures."
Plaintiffs argued, for example, that Montana's ballot measure
elections, even though they are located at the bottom of the
ballot, attract significant voter participation. Nationally, a voter
"fall-off' from high-stimulus races at the top of the ballot to
races and issues at the bottom of the ballot is often as much as
113. Montana Chamber of Commerce, 28 F. Supp. 2d at 597 (testimony of James J.
Lopach, Professor of Political Science, University of Montana). The other expert witness
for the plaintiffs was Herbert E. Alexander, Professor Emeritus of Political Science,
University of Southern California.
114. See id. (testimony of James J. Lopach).
115.

See RUY TEIXERIA, THE DISAPPEARING AMERICAN VOTER 10 (1992).

116. See Montana Chamberof Commerce, 28 F. Supp. 2d at 597 (testimony of James
J. Lopach).
117. See id.
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30 percent. In Montana's presidential-election years between
1976 and 1996, the average turnout figures for the presidency,
secretary of state, state auditor, and all ballot measures were,
respectively, 98 percent, 88 percent, 86 percent, and 90 percent.
Occasionally, voter participation at the bottom of the ballot
approximated or exceeded voter participation for major
candidate races. Judge Lovell took note of 1996 in which 97.1
percent of the voters participated in the governor's election and
97.3 percent of the voters participated in the Initiative 122
118
election (the mine discharge/water quality measure).
Additionally, figures presented by the plaintiffs demonstrated
that large expenditures of money in ballot measure elections did
not disenchant voters and depress voter participation. The two
ballot measure elections between 1978 and 1996 with the
highest total expenditures also had the highest voter
participation rates ($1.49 million and 97.8 percent for the 1990
cigarette sales tax measure and $2.38 million and 97.3 percent
for the 1996 mine discharge/ water quality measure). These
figures allowed Judge Lovell to conclude that the state's process
of direct democracy was "healthy and of sound integrity."119
The plaintiffs presented further testimony to make the
point that corporate money had not distorted Montana's process
of direct democracy. The heart of this argument was that money
and initiative and referendum outcomes are not inextricably
linked. 120 In forty-four Montana ballot issue elections between
1978 and 1996, where spending was reported by at least one
side, the position spending more money won 59 percent of the
time. An example of the side spending less money winning was
the Initiative 125 election in 1996: the proponents prevailed
even though they were outspent $289,868 to $109,224.121
Plaintiffs also countered the money-distorts-politics argument
with research findings that voter preference is best explained by

118. See id. at 597.
119. Id. at 599.
120. See id. at 597.
121. States other than Montana have had the same experience, where, for example,
the side spending the most money fails to win the ballot measure election. In California,
insurance companies made 79 percent of campaign expenditures and were defeated in a
1988 insurance-reform referendum. In Colorado, between 1976 and 1994, 29 of 42
initiatives failed even though proponents outspent opponents in over half of these 29
defeats. See DAVID SCHMIDT, CITIZEN LAWMAKERS: THE BALLOT INITIATIVE REVOLUTION
(1989) (finding that of 189 initiatives between 1976 and 1984, money spent determined
the outcome only 12 percent of the time). See also THOMAS E. CRONIN, DIRECT
DEMOCRACY: THE POLITICS OF INITIATIVE, REFERENDUM, AND RECALL 113-116 (1989).
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voters' long-term political attitudes and policy-related
predispositions, not by money spent and campaign-produced
imagery. 122 Another key finding presented by plaintiffs was that
a
corporation's
political
advertisements
can
be
counterproductive: a voter's prior belief about the industry and
its veracity can cause even a relatively uninformed voter to
respond to business advertisements by voting against the
business's preference. 123 From this testimony, Judge Lovell
concluded that "neither money nor media advertising is the sole
or even the single most important variable controlling election
24
outcomes."1
b. The Defendants' Case
The countering testimony of the defense witnesses was, for
Judge Lovell, "sincerely motivated and public-spirited," 125 but
"simply [did] not prov[e] their contention by a preponderance of
the evidence." 26 These witnesses were, for the most part,
veteran participants of direct democracy campaigns.
A
proponent of Initiative 115, the 1990 measure that would have
imposed a sales tax on cigarettes, attributed defeat to large
outlays by tobacco companies. 27 A proponent of the 1980
recycling initiative and the 1996 mine discharge/water quality
initiative testified that "citizen proponents could not raise
comparable funds to purchase media advertising as could their
corporate opponents." 28 The campaign manager of three ballot
measure campaigns, including Initiative 125, "testified that he
believes that the domination of corporate dollars is an abuse of
the ballot initiative process and that corporate money

122.

See, e.g., ANGUS CAMPBELL ET AL., THE AMERICAN VOTER (1960); WARREN E.

MILLER & J. MERRILL SHANKS, THE NEw AMERICAN VOTER (1996). See also DIANA C.
MUTZ ET AL., POLITICAL PERSUASION AND ATITUDE CHANGE 60 (1996). This recent book,

dedicated to advancing the research field of media persuasion in political campaigns,
concludes that "the thesis of very large media effects must therefore lie more in the
realm of plausibility than of conclusive demonstration."
123. See Arthur Lupia, Shortcuts Versus Encyclopedias: Information and Voting
Behavior in CaliforniaInsurance Reform Elections, 88 AM. POL. SCI. REV., Mar. 1994, at
63-76.
124. Montana Chamber of Commerce, 28 F. Supp. 2d at 599.
125. Id.
126. Id.
127. See id. at 597-98 (testimony of Robert Shepard, M.D.).
128. Id. at 598 (testimony of Tony Jewett, Executive Director of the Montana
Wildlife Federation).
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discourages citizens from proposing ballot issues."129 A pollster
who had surveyed public opinion in Montana testified that
"Montana citizens are displeased generally because of their
perception of excessive corporate spending during ballot issue
campaigns." 130 A University of Montana Environmental Studies
professor testified that "repetitive media advertising works and
that political campaigns rely upon rhetoric and imagery,
communicated by various media, to persuade voters to adopt a
particular point of view." 131 From the defendants' testimony
Judge Lovell concluded that:
[T]hese witnesses have made the leap in logic that they lost solely
because of the opposing side's funds, which the court
considers to
132
be an unwarranted but all too human conclusion.
... the [defendants'] meager anecdotal evidence... failed to show
that corporate contributions or expenditures in ballot initiative
campaigns have had any133adverse effect on the integrity of
Montana's political process.

The popular sentiment among Montana voters may be that there
is too much corporate money influencing ballot issue campaigns
and also that it is exceedingly difficult for ordinary citizens to
participate successfully in some ballot issue campaigns. However,
the law of the United States is that political speech is protected by
the First Amendment, and this rule of law benefits all
34
Montanans.1
IV. CONCLUSION

The importance of Montana Chamber of Commerce v.
Argenbright is Judge Lovell's application of Austin v. Michigan
Chamber of Commerce135 to ballot measure elections and his
pioneering adjudication of the accompanying factual question.
He stated that it was "conceivable that corporations could
overwhelm the political speech of individual citizens in a
particular case to such a degree that the integrity of the ballot

129. Id. (testimony of C.B. Pearson, former Executive Director of Common
Cause/Montana).
130. Id. (testimony of John Deardourff, President of DeardourffThe Media
Company).
131. Id. (testimony of William Chaloupka, Professor of Environmental Studies,
University of Montana).
132.

Montana Chamber of Commerce, 28 F. Supp. 2d at 599.

133.
134.
135.

Id. at 600.
Id.
494 U.S. 652 (1990).
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initiative process itself is damaged. ' 136 He then tried the
question whether direct democracy was in fact so threatened by
corporate money that corporate speech must be prohibited. The
critical issue at trial was not unequal voices but degradation of
ballot measure elections.
Montana Chamber of Commerce v. Argenbright, therefore,
did not give primacy to a naked equal-speech theory. Not
qualifying as a compelling state interest was "[1]eveling the
playing field by equalizing the strength of citizen speech relative
to corporate speech. ."... ,137 Judge Lovell's reasons for rejecting
the recently minted "democratic theory of speech" were the most
traditional tenets of First Amendment jurisprudence: the
primary aim of free speech is "'free discussion of governmental
affairs."' 3 8 Citizens benefit from political discussion most when
they are "exposed to diverse viewpoints on public policy
issues."139 To achieve this diversity, the First Amendment
protects "political speech without regard to its source, whether
individual, corporation, union, or other association." 140 And,
ultimately, it is not the role of government but "up to the voters
to determine whether they approve or disapprove of a
14
corporation's point of view." '
The defendants in Montana Chamber of Commerce v.
Argenbright appealed Judge Lovell's decision to the U.S. Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals. One of the appellants said, "'[wle owe
it to other initiative states around the country interested in
pursuing similar efforts to get a final decision from the circuit
court."' 142 If Judge Lovell was correct in trying the presence of
corruption in Montana politics, the appellants are asking the
wrong question of the wrong court. Given the primacy of
freedom in First Amendment jurisprudence, it is hard to
conceive of a federal appellate court responding positively to an
equal-speech legal argument. It is not inconceivable, however,
that some trial court someday will give credence to Professor
Fiss's First Amendment campaign-finance argument and accept

136. Montana Chamber of Commerce, 28 F. Supp. 2d at 600.
137. Id. (citing Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 48-49 (1976)).
138. Id. at 599 (citing Mills v. Alabama, 384 U.S. 214, 218 (1966)).
139. Id.
140. Id. at 600.
141. Id.
142. Erin P. Billings, Groups Appeal 1-125 Ruling, MISSOULIAN, Dec. 19, 1998, at
B7 (quoting Chris Newbold, Executive Director, Montana Public Interest Research
Group).
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a rigorous factual presentation that too much money has in fact
cornered the political market and eroded the public's trust in
governmental processes.
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